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Introduction 



Buildings take place on a site,  
but they don’t necessarily have a relationship to the site 



Design Vocabulary- gestalt 
 

The built landscape is perceived as the gestalt of building and site. 
Gestalt  is “an organized whole that is perceived as more than the sum if 
its parts”. 



Part 1 - Building Site Synergisms 



Synergism- cooperative actions by entities such that the total effect is 
greater than the sum of the effects taken independently 

Design Vocabulary - Synergisms 

Piazza del Campo, Siena 

Legacy Hospital Vancouver 

Gorgas Hospital, Panama 



Built Site Synergism  

• Increase the efficiency of operation within buildings and larger systems 
 
• Meaning in artifacts or relics introduced by designers 
 
• Positive relationships between built environments and context 
 
• Visual harmony at the urban and project scale 
 
 



Built site synergisms  grow from a shared realization that  
Placemaking does not consist of designing buildings and sites,  
but is designing built sites as places 

Combining strengths of architect and landscape architect can promote  
meaningful, rich and evocative indoor and outdoor environments. 

Brochstein Pavilion, Rice University, Houston 



Built site synergisms are promoted when design responds  
to site opportunities and constraints 



 
 
Potentials for synergy 
• Land planning- development pattern, natural pattern  
 (landform, soils, water drainage patterns) 
 
• program requirements 
 
• Infrastructural systems that support development 



Project Site should be masterplanned with built site pattern  
responsive to site organization, character and development program 
 
• buildings located in response to site potentials and problems 
 
• natural and built-system pattern relationships 
 
• land and building form relationships 
 
• synergy of site and building microclimates 
 
• physiological comfort in interior and exterior spaces 
 
• indoor/outdoor and on- and off-site views 
 
• building site circulation patterns 



After appropriate building locations are identified, buildings and site  
are designed in response to program needs and site conditions, take  
advantage of opportunities, and to minimize problems 



Buildings and site are designed 
• to maximize the performance of each and as an integrated whole 
• for the ability of the built site to serve human and site needs 
• to support building and site dynamics 

Richard Meier, Getty Center, Los Anglos California 





Part 2 – Design for Building/Site Visual Synergy 
  

Governors Palace, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 



Synergy can occur when both  
building and site employ an 
architectonic vocabulary that 
expresses human characteristics 

I. Anthropomorhic Expression 

Kimbell Museum, Fort Worth   Louis Kahn 



II. Expression of nature 

Kaufman House “Fallingwater”, by Frank Lloyd Wright 



III. Contrasts 

Douglas House, Richard Meier 



 
Building site synergisms - Can also be facilitated through managing 
design elements Point, Line, Form,  Color and Texture 

Point of visual prominence and historical meaning 



 
Line 

Point of visual prominence and historical meaning 

Kaffman House, Richard Neutra 



 
Form 

Point of visual prominence and historical meaning 

Oak Alley, Louisiana 

Shaw Performance Center, Baton Rouge Louisiana 



 
Color and Texture, building site unity 

Taliesin West, Frank Lloyd Wright 



Design Principles - Balance 

Versailles by LeNotre 

Boboli Gardens, Tuscany 



 
Design Principles 
Unity, balance, scale proportion, rhythm, simplicity 

Ryoanji, Kyoto, Japan 

Natural elements as breaks in architectonic system 

Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain    Frank Gehry 



Part 3- Typologies of building site spatial integrations 

Warren Place Affordable Housing, Brooklyn, New York 



Part 3- Creating space 



Part 3-  Views in and out of the building 



Part 3-  comfortable building height ratios 



Part 3- Uncomfortable building height ratios 



Part 3- Spatial Leaks and solutions 



Part 3- Spatial Enclosure 



Part 3- Outdoor spaces 



Part 3- building orientation 



Part 3- Undesirable entrances 



Part 3- Desirable transition spaces 



Healthcare Facility Site  Considerations 
Public Entrance, Separate walk ins for 
Emergency and EMS Ambulances/Drive 
ups 
• Places for unloading 
• Places for Trash/Recycling 
• Parking for visitors/Staff/Physicians 
• Planning for growth 
• Typical hospital space needs: 
Meditation space, Retention ponds, 
healing gardens 



Summary 
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